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Abstract: Students’ learning environments are significantly influenced by massive open online
courses (MOOCs). To better understand how students could implement learning technology for
educational purposes, this study creates a structural equation model and tests confirmatory factor
analysis. Therefore, the aim of this study was to develop a model through investigating observability
(OB), complexity (CO), trialability (TR), and perceived usefulness (PU) with perceived ease-of-use
(PEU) of MOOCs adoption by university students to measure their academic self-efficacy (ASE),
learning engagement (LE), and learning persistence (LP). As a result, the study used an expanded
variant of the innovation diffusion theory (IDT) and the technology acceptance model (TAM) as the
research model. Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) with Smart-PLS was applied to quantitative
data collection and analysis of 540 university students as respondents. Student responses were
grouped into nine factors and evaluated to decide the students’ ASE, LE, and LP. The findings
revealed a clear correlation between OB, CO, and TR, all of which were important predictors of PU
and PEU. Students’ ASE, LE, and LP were affected by PEU and PU. This study’s established model
was effective in explaining students’ ASE, LE, and LP on MOOC adoption. These findings suggest
implications for designing and developing effective instructional and learning strategies in MOOCs
in terms of learners’ perceptions of themselves, their instructors, and learning support systems.

Keywords: IDT; TAM; SEM; MOOCs; learning engagement; learning persistence

1. Introduction

MOOCs have had a lot of coverage to extend higher education options and increase
the quality of teaching and learning during COVID-19 pandemic. Thus, there have been
many efforts to popularize higher education to aid society’s transition into digital learn-
ing during COVID-19 pandemic. MOOCs are online learning environments that enable
students to take courses on a wide range of subjects with no limitations and at a low
cost [1]. MOOCs have had free access to esteemed professors’ seminars as well as on-
going learning support through a variety of events and rich learning materials during
the COVID-19 pandemic. MOOCs provide for open enrollment, curriculum sharing, and
adaptive outcomes. MOOCs also provide public engagement, usable interactive assets
that are verified by leading experts in the field. Additionally, MOOCs are built on the
engagement of students based on their learning goals, prior knowledge and skills, and
shared benefits [2]. MOOCs are gaining popularity among students due to several benefits.
MOOCs, for example, are readily available to learners from all over the world through
the Internet since they are online [3]. Furthermore, MOOCs provide learners with free or
low-cost access to prestigious institutions without any eligibility requirements [4]. MOOCs
have been shown to improve learning motivation by exposing students to a variety of
free learning methods [5]. According to Shah [6], there has been a substantial surge in
MOOC enrollment, with student enrollment reaching 101 million in 2018, up 30% from
2017. Furthermore, it has been suggested that higher education institutions that provide
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MOOCs can fail to provide courses with a broad range of content due to the different levels
of available resources or prior experience on the part of students, as well as their level
of learning motivation [7]. Because of the rising enrolment rates in MOOCs around the
world, experts say it is critical to assess students’ readiness to engage [8]. Many academics
have conducted studies to determine if students are ready to adopt MOOCs during the
COVID-19 pandemic, which have become really important for students from all over
the world [9]. Previous research has looked at the factors that influence MOOC learning
engagement (LE) and learning persistence (LP) [10]. Most of the studies, on the other
hand, looked at how learners’ qualities, such as motivation, influenced MOOC learning
outcomes [11]. Previous research has focused on determining which specific factors affected
these MOOC learning outcomes from the perspectives of learners, teachers, and learning
support systems. However, several experiments have shown that the MOOC learning
environment can be examined holistically, looking at the impact of all its facets on MOOC
learning outcomes [12]. An MOOC is a type of learning environment in which several
different elements interact with one another. To address such issues, researchers must
examine the MOOC learning phenomenon holistically, taking into account the learner,
the instructor, and the learning support environment. To achieve this, it is important to
investigate the variables that influence LE and the ability to adopt learning in an MOOC
from a broad perspective, as well as the relationships between them. As a result of this
research, a comprehensive model was developed that describes MOOC learning outcomes
by defining structural relationships between the outcomes and the variables that influence
them, based on LE and LP as results, given the key problems with MOOC use during the
COVID-19 pandemic. Also, this research advances technology acceptance model (TAM)
literature by looking into the relationship between the novelty of TAM variables and the
diffusion theory in a related model. The study proposes innovation diffusion theory (IDT)
as a contextual theory to investigate the impact of positive influences on TAM concepts.

2. Theoretical Model and Hypothesis Development

TAM and IDT are similar in some theories and complement each other in terms of
observing information system implementation. Scholars clarify that the theories used in
TAM are a subset of perceived innovation features; hence, combining these two models
may result in a more stable model than one model alone [13]. TAM models have been
shown to be able to clarify technology adoption in a variety of ways, including social
network applications [14] and health informatics [15]. The models have also been used
in MOOCs and other smart learning systems to research and improve them [16–20]. For
example, Refs. [20–23] compared the behavioral intention trends of conventional e-learning
systems and MOOCs and discovered that sense of society and perceived benefits affect
learners’ behavioral intention in both general e-learning systems and MOOCs. According
to Fianu et al. [24], computer self-efficacy, success expectancy, and system quality influence
MOOC use intention, while facilitating conditions, instructional quality, and MOOC usage
intention influence MOOC usage. Many researchers contend that the TAM models are
effectively a subset of the IDT, and that combining the two models will result in a model
that is much more effective than either alone [25–27]. Since the concepts of IDT and TAM
are so similar and complementary, researchers suggested the IDT and TAM models be
combined to take advantage of the benefits of both theoretical models while analyzing
the innovation acceptance process. As a result, the IDT and TAM integrated paradigm
has been used in several areas to help students implement new concepts. Additionally,
previous studies that integrated the two theories, showed outstanding results [13,26,28]. As
a result, this research uses two main theoretical models, IDT [29] and TAM [30]. Therefore,
this research studied the following factors: observability (OB), complexity (CO), trialability
(TR), perceived ease-of-use (PEU), perceived usefulness (PU), academic self-efficacy (ASE),
learning engagement (LE), and learning persistence (LP). See Figure 1.
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2.1. Observability (OB)

The degree to which an innovation’s outcomes are visible is known as OB [29].
Al-Rahmi et al. [31] analyzed the correlation between OB and PU and the results encour-
aged students to use MOOC systems during the COVID-19 pandemic. They also discovered
that OB has little impact on PU, which contradicted previous research. The hypothesis
proposed for this construct is that OB of using MOOC systems is positively influenced by
PU and PEU.

2.2. Complexity (CO)

The perceived degree of effort needed by end-users to understand technologies and
their ease-of-use is referred to as CO. As a result, in this study, CO is described as the degree
to which a student perceives difficulties in using the MOOC system during the COVID-19
pandemic, which affects their learning output. The student’s intention to use the MOOC
system seems to decline as the MOOC system becomes more complex [32]. Furthermore,
observational research showed that the CO of the MOOC system has a significant negative
impact on the attitude about using the system and the behavior strategy for using it [33].
The hypothesis proposed for this construct is that CO of using MOOC systems is positively
influenced by PU and PEU.

2.3. Trialability (TR)

TR refers to how comfortable society with the probability of observing inventions
before deciding whether or not to consider them. To everyone who is seeing it for im-
plementation or using it to learn, a trialable innovation symbolizes no uncertainty. As a
result, TR is defined in this study as the degree to which a student views the acceptability
of MOOC system use as influencing their learning output during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Some studies have extensively confirmed the correlation between TR and attitude toward
using the method MOOCs [26,33]. The hypothesis proposed for this construct is that TR in
the use of MOOCs systems is positively influenced by PU and PEU.

2.4. Perceived Ease-of-Use (PEU)

Davis [30] described PEU as “the degree to which someone has trust in using a
particular system with little effort”. As a result, in this study, PEU is described as the
degree to which a student believes MOOCs are easy to use and will enhance their learning
efficiency during the COVID-19 pandemic. In the literature, ease-of-use refers to the
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degree to which a person believes that using a specific device requires little effort [30].
The hypothesis proposed for this construct is that PEU of MOOC systems is positively
influenced by PU, students’ ASE, LE, and LP.

2.5. Perceived Usefulness (PU)

PU is described by Davis [30] as the degree to which someone believes that imple-
menting a particular scheme can enhance work performance. As a result, in this study,
PU is described as the degree to which a student believes that using MOOCs can improve
their learning efficiency during the COVID-19 pandemic. Modern research on MOOC
use [34–37] has also reported that PU has a major impact on use MOOCs. The hypothesis
proposed for this construct is that PU in the use of MOOC systems is positively influenced
by students’ ASE, LE, and LP.

2.6. Academic Self-Efficacy (ASE)

ASE is described as students’ self-reported trust in their MOOC performance. It is a
key indicator of self-regulation and online academic success [38], as well as a mediator that
links learners’ motivation with actions [39]. In several contexts, including e-learning, ASE
has been shown to affect LE and success. ASE has been found to have an important impact
on student engagement [40,41] and LP in many studies [42,43]. Given the long duration of
courses and the high degree of autonomy, learners’ ASE is predicted to play a significant
role in their engagement and persistence in MOOCs [44]. The hypothesis proposed for this
construct is that students’ ASE in the use of MOOC systems is positively influenced by LE
and LP during the COVID-19 pandemic.

2.7. Learning Engagement (LE)

LE, which is the continuous initiative that a learner expends in the learning process
to achieve learning goals, is the most widely used metric to assess learning outcomes in
MOOCs [45]. Furthermore, rather than a single dimension, such as actions, LE usually con-
sists of multidimensional variables such as motivation, awareness, and attitude [46]. While
a number of MOOC engagement models have been developed and validated, the majority
of them focus on the behavioral dimensions of LE rather than the multifaceted aspects of
LE. However, in order to successfully develop a strategy for encouraging LE in MOOCs as
a whole, an enhancement the capability to the social, cognitive, and behavioral elements of
LE is necessary [47,48]. The hypothesis proposed for this construct is that students’ LE in
the use of MOOC systems is positively influenced by LP during COVID-19 pandemic.

2.8. Learning Persistence (LP)

LP is categorized into two types: the intention to finish the present course and the
intention to take another course later [49]. LP has received a lot of attention because it is a
multidimensional measure of a learner’s motivations, attitudes, intelligence, and behaviors;
it necessitates addressing the temptations and challenges that arise during the learning
process in order to keep learning going [41]. LP is an MOOC result that refers to learners’
ability to finish learning activities they begin, such as finishing courses they engaged in or
earning degrees [50]. MOOC completion rates have been studied in recent years, mostly
in relation to persistence in MOOC learning environments. Reich et al. [51] discovered
that the overall MOOC use during the COVID-19 pandemic was 3.2 percent, which was
similar to [52].

3. Research Methodology

Many universities around the world have promoted the use of available MOOCs
in education. Therefore, through an empirical investigation of undergraduate and post-
graduate students who used MOOCs for education during the COVID-19 pandemic, this
research aims to establish a model for the measurement of LE and LP. For objects containing
the IDT and TAM constructs and demographic characteristics, a five-point Likert scale
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ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree) was used. For survey delivery,
self-administration was used, and respondents were asked to provide input on the use of
MOOCs for education and how this affected LE and LP. The data were then analyzed using
the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) and Structural Equation Modeling
(Smart-PLS-SEM) to validate the measurement model’s validity and reliability. Factor load-
ings were used to ensure construct validity, composite reliability, Cronbach’s alpha, and
convergence validity for the model’s goodness of fit, as recommended by [53]. Based on
standardized products, Cronbach’s alpha was found to be 0.922. The reliability coefficient
(Cronbach’s alpha) for both pilot and final test constructs is shown in Table 1: all variables
were found to be accurate and reasonable. See Table 1 for more information.

Table 1. Reliability coefficient for all constructs in pilot test and final test.

No. Latent Variables Code Pilot Test Final Test

1 Observability OB 0.882 0.907
2 Complexity CO 0.793 0.922
3 Trialability TR 0.798 0.872
4 Perceived ease-of-use PEU 0.801 0.911
5 Perceived usefulness PU 0.851 0.905
6 Academic self-efficacy ASE 0.782 0.893
7 Learning engagement LE 0.728 0.890
8 Learning persistence LP 0.812 0.917

3.1. Sample Characteristics and Data Collection

This study was conducted online from November 2020 to February 2021, when uni-
versities were closed due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Prior to the main data collection, a
survey instrument was developed and validated to measure factors predicting student use
of MOOCs for education. A total of 561 questionnaires was distributed among students at
King Faisal University. After the normality test, however, 21 participants’ responses were
omitted; such exclusions were suggested by [53], who claimed that outliers can lead to
incorrect statistical results and must be removed. As a result, 540 participants’ responses
were imported into the SPSS package program. This study focused on postgraduate and un-
dergraduate students who were active users of MOOCs for education during the COVID-19
pandemic. To ensure the model’s validity, confirmatory factor analysis was used.

3.2. Measurement Instruments

The build items adopted from previous studies confirmed the measurement scales’
material validity. There were two sections to the research questionnaire: basic demographic
data was collected via questionnaire pieces (gender, age, educational level, and specializa-
tion) and questionnaire items measuring OB taken from [54], CO taken from [55], TR taken
from [56], PEU and PU taken from [30], ASE taken from [57], LE taken from [58], and LP
from [50]. All of the instruments were from a trustworthy source. As a result, self-report
on multi-item scales derived from previous studies was used to assess the variables. All
of the measures were graded on a five-point Likert scale, with 1 indicating “strongly dis-
agree” and 5 indicating “strongly agree”. Table 3 shows the measurement model and item
loadings, as well as an appendix showing the questionnaire.

4. Results and Analysis

The Cronbach’s alpha reliability coefficient was 0.907, meaning that the factors in-
fluencing students’ ASE, LE, and LP were reliable. Discriminant validity was evaluated
using three parameters. Variable indices must be less than 0.70, each construct’s average
variance extracted (AVE) must be equal to or greater than 0.5, and the AVE square root must
be greater than the inter-construct correlations (IC) for a factor, as recommended by [53].
Apart from the above considerations, build factor analysis results with factor loadings of
0.70 or higher (Cronbach’s alpha 0.70 and composite reliability 0.70) are satisfactory [53].
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4.1. Demographic Information

The demographic data are presented in Table 2. There were 243 male respondents
(45.0%) and 297 female respondents (55.0%). Of these, 115 (21.3%) were between 18 and
20 years old, 309 (57.2%) between 21 and 25 years old, 52 (9.6%) between 26 and 31 years
old, and 64 (11.9%) more than 32 years old. Regarding the level of education, 375 (69.4%)
were undergraduate students, and 165 (30.6%) were postgraduate students. Social science
accounted for 227 (42.0%) of respondents, and technology 313 (58.0%). Finally, 535 (99.1%)
of respondents used MOOCs, and 5 (0.9%) did not use MOOCs for LE and LP during the
COVID-19 pandemic.

Table 2. Demographic data.

Factors Frequency Percentage Factors Frequency Percentage

Male 243 45.0% Undergraduate 375 69.4%
Female 297 55.0% Postgraduate 165 30.6%
18–20 115 21.3% Social science 227 42.0%
21–25 309 57.2% Technology 313 58.0%
26–31 52 9.6% Used MOOCs 535 99.1%
<32 64 11.9% Did not use MOOCs 5 0.9%

4.2. Measurement Construct Validity

The degree to which individual objects judge the definition with which they were
developed is referred to as build validity [59]. This was determined by a thorough examina-
tion of previously tested items in the literature. Table 3 shows the objects and their loadings
that must be loaded into the build they were created to evaluate [60].

Table 3. Measurement model and item loadings.

Factors Items LP ASE LE CO TR OB PEU PU

Learning
persistence

LP1 0.866587 0.409229 0.456949 0.496756 0.507621 0.442898 0.520736 0.438724

LP2 0.857857 0.378168 0.442198 0.411245 0.423364 0.374647 0.523267 0.398112

LP3 0.739077 0.341676 0.386315 0.300873 0.352027 0.382555 0.456835 0.374641

LP4 0.846997 0.484622 0.437832 0.419349 0.466017 0.440385 0.603844 0.509227

Academic
self-efficacy

ASE1 0.404020 0.869193 0.441794 0.402094 0.324107 0.344169 0.512119 0.426004

ASE2 0.397449 0.869435 0.347720 0.333559 0.456661 0.323705 0.558149 0.414815

ASE3 0.472983 0.864665 0.439849 0.454008 0.467404 0.374204 0.534142 0.424820

Learning
engagement

LE1 0.468615 0.402847 0.773471 0.586757 0.398936 0.441979 0.461002 0.351077

LE2 0.431767 0.377146 0.842908 0.478700 0.283175 0.362616 0.386248 0.320366

LE3 0.334729 0.357091 0.775424 0.340261 0.273455 0.349890 0.317954 0.257263

LE4 0.411071 0.372981 0.808421 0.398818 0.316303 0.371903 0.364595 0.283206

Complexity

CO1 0.415164 0.358333 0.488154 0.879592 0.319914 0.282163 0.344512 0.371541

CO2 0.437509 0.405266 0.500264 0.904889 0.339386 0.338469 0.406838 0.339103

CO3 0.465971 0.457375 0.543941 0.882279 0.411537 0.376236 0.437478 0.323749

Trialability

TR1 0.485979 0.452026 0.332503 0.322903 0.876708 0.376194 0.505611 0.431658

TR2 0.443479 0.379920 0.329258 0.334049 0.882441 0.366163 0.487563 0.362972

TR3 0.453602 0.416968 0.391362 0.397439 0.847543 0.355069 0.473975 0.347456

Observability

OB1 0.434800 0.355466 0.407970 0.332201 0.377124 0.875863 0.349526 0.361888

OB2 0.425504 0.342370 0.400506 0.321056 0.325686 0.899493 0.404596 0.380570

OB3 0.449840 0.361935 0.456838 0.337554 0.406854 0.868979 0.467352 0.415286
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Table 3. Cont.

Factors Items LP ASE LE CO TR OB PEU PU

Perceived
ease-of-use

PEU1 0.521841 0.566228 0.363640 0.356249 0.445497 0.335581 0.839448 0.497397

PEU2 0.571014 0.540729 0.445640 0.422644 0.476066 0.418695 0.872445 0.524587

PEU3 0.551761 0.500985 0.434654 0.397190 0.512537 0.417787 0.877635 0.515299

PEU4 0.571147 0.532751 0.435381 0.374902 0.520285 0.445804 0.882027 0.516214

Perceived
usefulness

PU1 0.370463 0.389302 0.304713 0.310555 0.312962 0.360937 0.434173 0.757177

PU2 0.448210 0.389434 0.340550 0.332553 0.372310 0.341246 0.490487 0.823234

PU3 0.457722 0.404203 0.320772 0.359266 0.396738 0.377763 0.497111 0.851759

PU4 0.390722 0.373186 0.255783 0.228691 0.319618 0.327951 0.468260 0.763029

4.3. Measurement Validity Convergent

Since the factor loadings of 28 items were greater than 0.70 and their composite reliability
was greater than 0.70, ranging from 0.924393 to 0.876110, they were considered suitable. The
Cronbach’s alpha coefficient values ranged from 0.890856 to 0.810931, meaning that the results
were acceptable. The AVE numbers ranged from 0.790308 to 0.639303. The results of the
Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) are mentioned in [53] and shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Factor loadings and confirmatory factor analysis results.

Factors Items Factor Loadings AVE Composite Reliability Cronbach’s Alpha R Square

Learning
persistence

LP1 0.866587

0.687633 0.897660 0.847300 0.418553
LP2 0.857857

LP3 0.739077

LP4 0.846997

Academic
self-efficacy

ASE1 0.869193

0.753020 0.901445 0.836172 0.402374ASE2 0.869435

ASE3 0.864665

Learning
engagement

LE1 0.773471

0.640895 0.876996 0.813886 0.284242
LE2 0.842908

LE3 0.775424

LE4 0.808421

Complexity

CO1 0.879592

0.790308 0.918731 0.867320 0.000000CO2 0.904889

CO3 0.882279

Trialability

TR1 0.876708

0.755216 0.902466 0.838050 0.000000TR2 0.882441

TR3 0.847543

Observability

OB1 0.875863

0.777116 0.912722 0.857333 0.000000OB2 0.899493

OB3 0.868979

Perceived
ease-of-use

PEU1 0.839448

0.753555 0.924393 0.890856 0.498930
PEU2 0.872445

PEU3 0.877635

PEU4 0.882027
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Table 4. Cont.

Factors Items Factor Loadings AVE Composite Reliability Cronbach’s Alpha R Square

Perceived
usefulness

PU1 0.757177

0.639303 0.876110 0.810931 0.299832
PU2 0.823234

PU3 0.851759

PU4 0.763029

4.4. Measurement Validity That Is Convergent

Discriminant validity refers to the differences between sets of concepts and their
measures. As required by [61], the discriminant validity of all constructs was checked
with values greater than 0.50 and significant at p = 0.001. The AVE square root shared by
objects in a single construct should be smaller than the similarities between items in the
two constructs, according to Table 5 [53].

Table 5. Discriminant validity.

Factors Code ASE CO LE LP OB PEU PU TR

Academic self-efficacy ASE 1.000
Complexity CO 0.459 1.000

Learning engagement LE 0.474 0.575 1.000
Learning persistence LP 0.491 0.495 0.520 1.000

Observability OB 0.401 0.375 0.481 0.496 1.000
Perceived ease-of-use PEU 0.616 0.447 0.484 0.639 0.467 1.000
Perceived usefulness PU 0.486 0.387 0.383 0.523 0.440 0.592 1.000

Trialability TR 0.480 0.403 0.403 0.531 0.421 0.563 0.440 1.000

4.5. The Analysis of the Structural Model

To validate the research hypotheses and examine build relationships, Smart PLS 2.0
was used. The hypothesis is seen in Figure 1, the path coefficient findings in Figure 2, and
the path coefficient (T-Values) findings in Figure 3.

Based on the results shown in Table 6, the relationship between OB -> PEU (H1) was
(β = 0.227593, t = 2.310959, p < 0.001), thus, the hypothesis was accepted. Similarly, the
relationship between OB -> PU (H2) was (β = 0.169129, t = 1.627382, p < 0.001), thus, the
hypothesis was accepted. Additionally, the relationship between CO -> PEU (H3) was
(β = 0.207059, t = 1.984904, p < 0.001), thus, the hypothesis was accepted, and the relation-
ship between CO -> PU (H4) was (β = 0.100052, t = 1.858425, p < 0.001), thus, the hypothesis
was accepted. Moreover, the relationship between TR -> PEU (H5) was (β = 0.384113,
t = 3.586038, p < 0.001), thus, the hypothesis was accepted. Also, the relationship between
TR -> PU (H6) was (β = 0.095139, t = 1.926868, p < 0.001), thus, the hypothesis was accepted.
Furthermore, the relationship between PEU -> PU (H7) was (β = 0.414214, t = 4.020760,
p < 0.001), thus, the hypothesis was accepted, and the relationship between PEU -> ASE
(H8) was (β = 0.504820, t = 5.777300, p < 0.001), thus, the hypothesis was accepted. Similarly,
the relationship between PEU -> LE (H9) was (β = 0.310484, t = 2.192627, p < 0.001), thus,
the hypothesis was accepted. Additionally, the relationship between PU -> ASE (H10) was
(β = 0.187772, t = 1.939450, p < 0.001), thus, the hypothesis was accepted, and the relation-
ship between PU -> LP (H11) was (β = 0.310231, t = 3.031242, p < 0.001), thus, the hypothesis
was accepted. Moreover, the relationship between ASE -> LE (H12) was (β = 0.282570,
t = 2.086258, p < 0.001), thus, the hypothesis was accepted. Similarly, the relationship be-
tween ASE -> LP (H13) was (β = 0.193224, t = 1.782361, p < 0.001), thus, the hypothesis was
accepted. Finally, the relationship between LE -> LP (H14) was (β = 0.310114, t = 3.145690,
p < 0.001), thus, the hypothesis was accepted.
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Table 6. Hypotheses testing.

Path and Hypotheses Path Coefficient Standard Error T Values Results

OB -> PEU (H1) 0.227593 0.098484 2.310959 Accepted
OB -> PU (H2) 0.169129 0.103927 1.627382 Accepted

CO -> PEU (H3) 0.207059 0.104317 1.984904 Accepted
CO -> PU (H4) 0.100052 0.116553 1.858425 Accepted
TR -> PEU (H5) 0.384113 0.107114 3.586038 Accepted
TR -> PU (H6) 0.095139 0.102646 1.926868 Accepted

PEU -> PU (H7) 0.414214 0.103019 4.020760 Accepted
PEU -> ASE (H8) 0.504820 0.087380 5.777300 Accepted
PEU -> LE (H9) 0.310484 0.141604 2.192627 Accepted

PU -> ASE (H10) 0.187772 0.096817 1.939450 Accepted
PU -> LP (H11) 0.310231 0.102345 3.031242 Accepted

ASE -> LE (H12) 0.282570 0.135444 2.086258 Accepted
ASE -> LP (H13) 0.193224 0.108409 1.782361 Accepted
LE -> LP (H14) 0.310114 0.098584 3.145690 Accepted

5. Discussion and Implications

The aim of this study was to develop a model through investigating observability
(OB), complexity (CO), trialability (TR), and perceived usefulness (PU) with perceived
ease-of-use (PEU) on MOOC adoption by university students to measure their ASE, LE, and
LP. As a result, this study used an expanded variant of the innovation diffusion theory (IDT)
and the technology acceptance model (TAM) as the research model. Therefore, this study
was a first-of-its-kind attempt to incorporate IDT into a TAM model. The relationships
between three variables, PU and PEU, and students’ ASE, LE, and LP, were investigated
using the proposed model. In general, the findings corroborated the study paradigm and
hypothesis. The findings of this study shed light on the IDT, which states that OB, CO, and
TR influence TAM factors’ PEU and usefulness. The results also revealed that students’ ASE,
LE, and LP in using MOOC systems during the COVID-19 pandemic increased as a result
of their PU and ease-of-use. OB, CO, and TR were also found to play a role in PU and PEU
of MOOCs, which affected students’ ASE, LE, and LP. Students’ ASE was also confirmed
by the use of MOOC systems during the COVID-19 pandemic for LE and LP by university
students, according to the results. The findings verified previous studies that found OB,
CO, and TR had major positive effects on PU and ease-of-usage. It should be assumed
that prior to deciding to use the MOOC system during the COVID-19 pandemic, students
can evaluate whether the MOOC system will suit their research needs or be suitable for
their studies. If the MOOC systems are able to satisfy students’ research needs, they will
consider the MOOC system to be helpful during the COVID-19 pandemic. Specifically,
the lower the PEU, the greater the TR. Nonetheless, the test findings were not the same
as in previous reports [34,62]. Because of the disparities in results, further research into
the interaction between these two structures is needed. Our findings, on the other hand,
strongly supported the hypothesis that perceived compatibility had a positive impact
on PEU. Furthermore, PU and PEU was significantly influenced by OB and TR. These
findings are consistent with previous research [63,64] where students’ ASE, LE, and LP
were all influenced by TAM, PU, and PEU. That was also the case in this study, where
MOOC device users believed that higher PU, and PEU had a positive direct impact on PU.
These observations were similar to those of Venkatesh et al. [65]. This research discovered
that students would be wary of MOOCs if they thought they would make their studies
more difficult and unpleasant. It was concluded that if students believed that MOOCs
would aid their academic performance, they would consider MOOCs to be simple to use.
Furthermore, as students have the opportunity to check out MOOC systems during the
COVID-19 pandemic, they are more likely to consider the MOOC system to be more user-
friendly. In summary, the results show perceived compatibility between system features
and the user’s need to increase MOOCs acceptance. Students’ ASE, LE, and LP are all
affected by influences such as OB, difficulty, and TR [30,66–68]. This supports recent results
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for MOOC systems [69]. Similarly, three analytical pieces of evidence are presented in this
study. The first empirical evidence of the MOOC system came in the form of PU and ease-of-
use, the second was evidence of students’ ASE, as measured by PU and ease-of-use, which
may influence LE and persistence. The third empirical evidence that PU and PEU of MOOC
systems can influence students’ ASE to use MOOC systems came through OB, CO, and TR.
In the educational context, there was substantial theoretical contribution to previous IDT
with TAM [70–75]. Education must leave the door open and make it possible to question the
entire idea of sustainable development as the right path and inspire the students of today
and tomorrow to create new visions and paradigms to make this world a better place [76,77].
Thus, the home confinement caused by COVID-19, with universities closed, and all teaching
becoming virtual, tested the sustainability of the education system. Thus, higher education
institutions must ensure inclusive, equitable, and quality education that reduces the digital
divide while promoting sustainable activities [78,79]. In addition, according to [80,81],
there are significant opportunities to learn from the pedagogical developments of other
universities in order to strengthen our collective response to COVID-19 now and into the
future. Furthermore, COVID-19 had adverse effects on the well-being of students in four
countries—Cambodia, Nigeria, Oman, and Spain—which led us to understand the cross-
cultural impacts of COVID-19 on higher education students [82]. Based on these results,
we conclude that COVID-19 confinement changed students’ learning strategies into a more
continuous habit, improving their efficiency. For these reasons, better scores in students’
assessments are expected due to COVID-19 confinement which can be explained by an
improvement in their learning performance. This is consistent with previous studies [83,84].
The following are four implications drawn from this study’s findings:

• To use an MOOC system for learning during the COVID-19 pandemic, the system
must be able to inspire students to use the system and to influence their success in
higher education.

• Lecturers and mentors help students by listening to their questions and sharing their
information with ease, which will enhance student learning collaboration and develop
researchers’ study skills by using MOOCs during the COVID-19 pandemic.

• Rather than requiring students to use MOOCs during the COVID-19 pandemic, uni-
versities should allow them to enroll in classes that teach them how to do so.

• Technology and resources are major concerns in students’ ASE when it comes to using
MOOCs during COVID-19 pandemic.

Conclusion and Future Work

This finding showed the validity of the IDT and TAM in the educational context, as
well as a deeper understanding of students’ possible views of MOOC systems for ASE, LE,
and LP during the COVID-19 pandemic. As a result, combining IDT and TAM models in
an hypothesis could have significantly better outcomes, and both findings were approved.
This research’s contribution to MOOC acceptance analysis was discussed. While the TAM’s
benefits were identified, the findings of this study provided clearer understandings of users’
adoption and acceptance of MOOC systems during the COVID-19 pandemic. Similarly,
the results suggested that MOOC system developers and programmers carefully examine
students’ needs and ensure that the chosen solutions successfully meet those demands.
The model used in this study measured eight revolutionary aspects of MOOC systems
that may be important factors in students’ acceptance during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Given these discrepancies, further study is needed to examine the relationship between
perceived engagement and perceived compatibility of using MOOCs system usability
during COVID-19 pandemic. While this study produced remarkable results, it did have
certain limitations, one of which was that the sample size of the study was limited to one
university. As a result, the findings do not reflect the success of private colleges or teachers
in public schools. Furthermore, the study contains no qualitative evidence, because it is
based on students’ expectations, which could vary from teachers’ perceptions. Future
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studies should replicate the research in different countries with different values in order to
better examine these other limitations.
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MOOCs massive open online courses
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CO complexity
TR trialability
PU perceived usefulness
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